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This image of a mouse brain shows the endings of nerve cells that transport
sensory information (in green) from the thalamus, the brain’s sensory relay

station, to the barrel cortex, a part of the brain that processes whisker information.
The neurons in red send information back to the thalamus to control the way the

brain responds to the whisker sensations.
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Senses and Perception

Source: Society for Neuroscience
Through our senses, we experience the
world. For rodents, the facial whiskers act
as a channel through which they obtain
information about their surroundings. By
studying whiskers in rodents, scientists
hope to gain general insight into how the
brain processes sensory experiences.

This image of a mouse brain shows the
endings of nerve cells that transport
sensory information (in green) from the 

, the brain’s sensory relay station,thalamus
to the barrel cortex, a part of the brain that
processes whisker information. The 

 in red send information back toneurons
the thalamus to control the way the brain

responds to the whisker sensations. Learning how these cells work together may one day contribute to
researchers' understanding of normal and abnormal .  sensory perception
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